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This is a Hindi dubbed version of the American film of the same name. When Air Force One crashes over the Bermuda
Triangle, the Navy sends their best. Hoping only that they will be able to land the liner, otherwise many, including children,

will end up at sea. n flying into the EFTA area in order to avoid the catastrophe that occurs when hitting the ground. American
and Canadian paratroopers still remain outside the zone. The ship and plane crash, but they fall into the area of

â€‹â€‹â€‹â€‹artificial intelligence. They cannot control it as all their commands are intercepted. n walking on water in an
enclosed area. n a visit to Israel, where a meeting of Baruch supporters is being held. n landing ashore and refueling in the air.
n passenger rescue. n Return of the aircraft to the USA. n Passenger lists end up in the hands of terrorists. n The plane finally

crashes. n The UN Security Council is unable to find evidence to catch or kill the perpetrators. n The US president's son,
Marcus Delano, is accused of forging an account book to hide his father's campaign finance costs, and is then arrested. n John

wins the Nobel Peace Prize. n Rumors spread that Saddam Hussein has a nuclear weapon .n The number of casualties
increases.n The President decides to detonate a bomb that could destroy everyone in the building, but the stairs break off under
the weight of the bomb, and it explodes at the entrances to the building.n Hundreds of planes crash, with many of them within
range, because they are too close to the same point. n Terrorists kill about 300 people. n They then take the president and other

senior officials hostage. n A terrorist attack kills 300 people and injures over 300. n Two women are fatally injured while
trying to escape from a building engulfed in flames. n People gather in anticipation of crowds of terrorists who also break into
the building to take hostages.n A large number of spectators die in the fire, and the entire US military begins to suffer heavy

losses. n Several terrorists are killed on the spot, the rest are captured, but one of them, John F. Kennedy, escapes. Then a
second plane arrives, which takes the remaining passengers hostage and fly away. BERMUNDA TENCELES is an exclusive
collection of fluffy fabrics produced by ALLURAIE (France) to inspire art directors, designers, and heads of interior design

trends. The fabrics in the BERTACLE collection, as a rule, have an unusual texture that creates a special effect of three-
dimensional space. Botanical patterns imitating natural materials, embroidery, leather - all this distinguishes BERTAQUE

TENTaclÃ©s canvases and turns them into a stylish accessory for the home. The abundance of color schemes and the rhythm
of cells become relevant again. In the BATTACLE collection, compositions that use contrast in shades are of interest: neutral
beige, burgundy, olive - contrasting colors, as well as brown, gray and white. To create an interior with ethnic motifs of the

BESTAQE TENDACLY collection (All possible options), such natural textures as linen, viscose, cotton, satin and others are
perfect. BOCONTOTIENCE (Maximum simplicity and functionality) - the BOCONNOTATIENSE collection (Monogamy,
security and, at the same time, fragility). Elegant premium fabrics infused with lavender and chamomile, as well as bamboo,

twine and ropes, are what BOCDANTOTE (Maximum Convenience and Comfort) is associated with. In addition to traditional
cotton, the collection includes bamboo with imitation of silk and jute, and for delicate natures, sheep's wool, silk and linen are
used. Of all the types of fabrics presented in the collection, the CIAMBRE collection (Counter-Intuition, intuition) is of the

greatest interest. BONNET TENNOTTIENTE (Modern trends in design and technology) are fabrics that are used in the
construction of interior compositions, covering all vertical and horizontal surfaces, used both as coverings and for decorative
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purposes. To work as decorative materials used in the creation of textile decorations and accessories, ALLuraya also offers the
BANDIO (down pillows) and RECUIT collections.
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